SPLASH OUT™ GAME Instructions & Rules A

.

PREPARATION:

1. Separate the ball halves by twisting them clockwise.
2.
.

Using the included hose/faucet adapter,
fill the balloon to approximately
3-3.5” diameter.

For indoor play, flip the
adapter cup up.

3.

4.

DUAL MODE PLAY:
5.
For outdoor play, flip the
adapter cup down.

Clip the balloon closed using
one small, reusable balloon
clip at the stem, allowing it to
close with a snap. Be careful
not to pierce the balloon
while clipping.
Place the balloon into the center area of the
bottom half of the ball, clip facing sideways.

Use the low-splash adapter
cup to hold a balloon of
approximately 2-2.5” diameter.

6.

Connect the 2 ball halves
back together by aligning
the dots, then pressing
the two halves together
and twist to lock.

7.

Wind up the timer
counter-clockwise to
begin play.

REMINDER! Clips are reuseable - Save them!

GAME PLAY:

1. Shuffle the Question Cards and place them in a stack where all players can reach them.
2. Choose a player to go first (oldest, youngest, your choice).
3. That player picks the top Question Card and chooses ONE question from the Card, and reads it aloud to
all players.
EXAMPLE: “Something you’d wear on your head or face”
SOME GOOD ANSWERS: Hat, Eyeglasses, Earrings, Nose Ring, Mustache, Contact Lenses…
4. That same player now winds the ball up, quickly answers the question with one answer, and then tosses or
hands the ball to the player to his/her right, who then most quickly answer the same question with a different
answer, before passing the ball to the player on their right.
5. Eventually someone will be holding the ball when the timer goes off, and the balloon will burst. SPLASH OUT!
6. The player who got wet must take that first Card as a point score against them.
7. Another player now reloads the SPLASH OUT Ball, picks another Card, and play begins again.

ELIMINATION, AND WINNING:

Each time any player loses a round and gets wet, they must take the Card as a point score against them. When any
player has collected 3 Cards, they are out of the round and play continues with the other players. The last player
remaining, after all others have been eliminated, is the winner.

SPLASH OUT™ GAME Instructions & Rules B

.

VARIATIONS OF PLAY:

1. A player can pass the ball to any other player they choose, not just the player next to them.
2. When a player gets the ball, they must hold it over their head as they answer the question.

NEW ANSWERS, PLEASE:

If a player either answers a question incorrectly, or answers with the same answer as another player just called out,
other players can yell out their challenge, and that player must answer again with another (unused) answer.

BALLOON-FILLING TIPS:

To fill the balloon, there are multiple options using the included hose/faucet adapter:
1. Firmly attach the adapter to a hose or faucet with a threaded opening.
2. Firmly press the adapter into the opening of the faucet such that water does not escape when filling.

fig 3a.
3. If you do not have access to a faucet compatible with the adapter, then try using the following
water bottle method:
a. Screw the adapter onto the threaded top of a full 500-700ml water bottle.
b. Find a water bottle with a squirt top - RECYCLE!

fig 3b.

c. Attach the balloon opening to the adapter.
d. While holding the bottle downward fill the balloon.

4. You can also try simply fit the water balloon opening around the faucet opening.
If the faucet is not too big.

fig 3c.

5. Once the balloon is filled, clip the balloon closed using one small, reusable balloon
clip at the stem, allowing it to close with a snap.
Be careful not to pierce the balloon while clipping.

6. IMPORTANT! Prepare several balloons ahead of time
to avoid delays between game rounds!

7. Now you’re ready to think fast, or SPLASH OUT!

fig 3d.

